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The 1930's:

*
(*Mechanix Illustrated, July 1938, Volume 20, Number 3, Page 145)
The scan is difficult to read, here is what the print says: "Pipes are filled and tamped
without touching the tobacco with the hand when an automatic humidor is used. By
operating a lever a full stroke, the pipe is filled with tobacco; a half-stroke tamps the tobacco.
An inorganic, odorless substance releasing moisture slowly, insures correct humidification."
The unit provides space for three pipes and space for cigarettes. A somewhat unusual device,
but it is difficult to determine if such a unit ever evolved to widespread use by pipe smokers
in North America or elsewhere in the world.

*
(*Mechanix Illustrated, July 1938, Volume 20, Number 3, page 155)
This is a full page, inside back cover advertisement. Note that women are usually not
present in pipe tobacco-tobacco pipe commercials, but that is not always the case as you will
see below. The faces of the two gentlemen are flooded with delight. They have vaudeville,
swinging apparel to highlight joy, merriment and plain, everyday fun. The pipe tobacco
claim emphasizes mildness, aged in wood (does not say what kind of wood or how long,
probably an allusion to aging of wine) and flavor (pure maple sugar). Easy packing is also a
collateral benefit of having Velvet on your shelf to smoke.

*
(*Mechanix Illustated, December 1938, Volume 21, Number 2, Page 147)
Note the different approach in this Velvet advertisement as opposed to that above. Here
the appeal is to the man who might wish to attract the attention of a young, beautiful women
using his Velvet pipe tobacco with its alluring scent. This is a profound suggestion. It is
highly unlikely such a tactic would translate into romance, but the eyes of the lady in the
graphic tells it all, she has fallen for the man as he holds up his package of Velvet pipe
tobacco. The young lady looks pleased beyond measure and reserved. The man looks
uncontrollably overjoyed and Velvet pipe tobacco is the link between them!

The 1940's:

*
(*Popular Mechanics, September 1946, Volume 86, Number 3, Page 263)
Here we have the Sterncrest Sterling, a so-called Famous Pipe of Today. It sold for $5.00
in 1946. The graphic shows the Native Chief, Pontiac offering the Pipe of Peace to General
Rogers (taken from an old print - Bettman Archives). It claimed to be the finest imported
briar, the workmanship of skilled craftsman, hard rubber bits and precious metal bands for
strength and beauty. You could also order the pipe with a 14K gold band instead of the
standard sterling metal band.

*
(*Popular Science, August 1947, page 64) (No Volume or Number was included)
Here we again see the notion that smoking pipe tobacco is going to attract ladies. Note
the different approach. There is no eye contact. The man, well groomed, looking relaxed
and confident with his pipe (filled with Prince Albert of course) is seen not to be actually
aware that the beautiful lady has noticed him. The facial expression of the girl indicates she
has clearly taken the primordial step of admitting the man to her private world and
comprehending his masculine features. The additional benefits of smoking Prince Albert
pipe tobacco are listed in a less conspicuous area of the advertisement, more specifically at
the bottom right and assures the user he will not experience tongue bite and enjoy a mild
smoke.

The 1950's:

*
(*Popular Science, December 1951, Volume 159, No. 6, Page 26)
Kentucky Club pipe tobacco had been on the North American tobacco scene for a number
of years by 1951. This advertisement connects the quality of the pipe tobacco with that of
the Thoroughbed horse, noted for its speed, agility and excellence on the racing circuit. The
tobacco is white Burley and the claim is that of a mild, smooth smoke with great taste and
aroma. The advertisement also offers an opportunity to obtain a Free catalogue and order 14
different shapes in tobacco pipes at great savings.

*
(*Popular Mechanics, January 1952, Volume 97, Number 1, Page 402)
The fictional character "Uncle Walter" is shown on the ski slopes displaying amazing
vitality for a fellow of his age. He smells the tobacco, smokes it and takes possession of a
Sir. Walter Raleigh trophy. The tobacco is described as choice Kentucky Burleys, extra-aged
to diminish tongue bite, burning to the last puff and never leaving a soggy heel. Lastly this
pipe tobacco is not expensive even if it is the best.

*
(*Popular Mechanics, August 1952, Volume 98, Number 2, Page 266)
This brand of pipe tobacco, Rum and Maple Pipe Mixture is displayed in a low-end
advertisement, probably by a start up company that never enjoyed much success on the
market. It was not a common sight in Canada like Velvet, Sir Walter Raleigh, Picobac and
Forest and Stream. Note the advertisement does not even bother to make a claim beyond a
simple "good" as opposed to cool, no tongue bite, extra mild and aged. No mention of the
kind of pipe tobacco is included.

The 1960's:

*
(*Popular Mechanics, January 1961, Volume 115, Number 1, Page 245)
There is no question that Prince Albert enjoyed a substantial share of the pipe tobacco
market and this advertisement is included here to substantiate that fact. The traditional
claims are present, that is, fresh, mild, mellow, cool, steady and the most favored in the
U.S.A. The claim of "most favored" could well be correct because the gentlemen pictured in
the advertisement, Hank Snow was one of the most all-time successful recording artists on
the Nashville Country Music scene in the 1940's-1960's era, selling millions and millions of
records. Hank was actually from Brooklyn, Nova Scotia, Canada and made it big in
American County Music. Hank also recorded instrumentally with the guitar genius, Chet
Atkins. The H. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company would necessarily have laid down a
substantial sum of money for this graphic. This advertisement is also quite rare in that most
tobacco pipe and pipe tobacco advertisements rarely featured movie stars or recording stars.
However, cigarette graphics did so frequently.

*
(*Popular Mechanics, November 1967, Volume 128, Number 5, Page 209)
Field and Stream was a popular pipe tobacco for many years on the North American
market. It was a medium priced tobacco and its mild nature is associated with the beautiful
outdoors of the North American wilderness. The advertisement is small, but the visual effect
is effective for translating the message. It was a Philip-Morris Inc. product.

*
(*Popular Mechanics, November 1967, Volume 128, Number 5, Page 229)
Dr. Grabow was a low-end tobacco pipe and remains so to this day. The sales pitch
centered on the pipe being the world's only "Pre-Smoked" and hence with no need of
breaking-in. It was made of imported briar and ranged in price from $5.95 to $10.00.

*
(*Eaton's Canada's Christmas Catalogue, December 1967, Page 144)
Here we can obtain a good grasp of the tobacco pipe variety on the Canadian market in
the late 1960's. Meerschaum lined was also available. Prices ranged from $2.95 to $6.95.
The pipe at the bottom right is a bark-covered, 18-inch, cherry-wood imported from France
with a nylon mouth piece and the cost was only $4.75.

*
(*Popular Science, October 1968, Volume 193, Number 4, Page 13)
Philip Morris manufactured three widely distributed pipe tobaccos, Revelation, Bond
Street and Field and Stream. Here the company runs a sweepstake and no purchase was
required. Vintage tins, in pristine condition, of these three tobaccos bring high prices on
E-Bay in this day. The chance of winning would have been miniscule in 1968.

*
(*Popular Science, October 1968, Volume 193, Number 4, Page 224)
The paper is concluded with a somewhat unusual pipe in terms of shape and components.
The "Kirsten" came with a radiator stem to support the manufacturer claim of a cool smoke.
The design also claimed to trap impurities and facilitated easy removal of moisture. The
bowl was imported, aged briar and the mouth piece was hand-finished vulcanite. The
advertisement does not indicate the kind of metal in the shank and stem, however simple
observation indicates nickel. Also note the convenient screw port at the end of the shank.
An amazing invention for the day.
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